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About This Game

Proelium tournament is the experiment of aliens who want to gain the knowledge of human’s genetic memory. Fighters
overcome the limits of possibility under the fracture of space-time.

Contestants of the tournament will be matched against it’s owner Socius at the final.

Fighters and arenas:
Zeus(Ganymede), Helga(Frozen), Bryza(Forest), Fata(Phaeton), Lacus(Vault), Hanna(Odi), Anubis(Giza), Valla(Laputa)
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Title: Proelium Fighting Game
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Svyatoslav Pilipenko
Publisher:
Pilipenko.xyz
Release Date: 18 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit OS required)

Processor: Intel Core i3-7100 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard or onboard chipset

English
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VALA(Vicious Attack Llama Apocalypse), only going to say that part once, is a "twin stick" shooter, can also be played with
keyboard and mouse. Im a pretty good gamer, for what its worth, and while the game is deffinately difficult, it also comes down
a little bit to luck on what drops, and what good combinations you can make, some guns are...good? but some have issues like
plasma going over their heads, and grenade bounces doing exactly that. Game is fun and the room style smash tv ish and
directions give you a choice of upgrades sometimes.

possible SPOILER ALERT!
7 hours in and I have already beaten the game, it was a fun ride but i felt some things were missing, the final fight might be
buggy, llamas didnt coume out till halfway through, never saw the final llama, where the heck is it? Would have been nice to see
some boss llamas, was really hoping for a 4th act, but infinity mode is nice, but it doesnt offer challenges to finish my collection
of stuff. It would also have been nice to have different objectives other than kill llamas, or kill llama spawners, maybe capture a
point? or defend an object(other than that 1 turret in that 1 map)? or perhaps race to the end.

. A solid, short horror game that uses some cheap tricks (changing plot details between routes in a way that keeps it always
unpredictable, but hurts the consistency and logic of the story), but is otherwise very climatic and engaging. The artstyle and
aesthetic is uses does a great job of conveying the tension and confusion of the whole scenario, while the emotion of the
characters and their reactions feel well-represented and believable. For the most of the story, it will keep you uncertain and
anxious, just as the protagonist is, while the endings are properly dramatic and grim.

Obviously, it is still a very short, gimmicky experience that should take you less than two hours to complete and won't astonish
you with any kind of complexity. However, it is definitely enjoyable and memorable enough to be appreciated.

It also showed some of the talent and the unique style of its creator, Ameliori, who truly shined in Fervent's second title, CUPID
(also free and available on Steam) – If you like the atmosphere and themes of Who is Mike, that game might truly enthral you.

------------

PS If you're interested in more quality western VNs, check out my curator page.. \u041a\u0440\u0443\u0442\u0430\u044f
\u0438\u0433\u0440\u0443\u0448\u043a\u0430. \u041e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u044c
\u043f\u0440\u0438\u044f\u0442\u043d\u0430\u044f \u043c\u0443\u0437\u044b\u043a\u0430 \u0438
\u0432\u0441\u0435\u0433\u043e \u0437\u0430 60 \u0440\u0443\u0431\u043b\u0435\u0439.
\u041c\u0443\u0437\u044b\u043a\u0430 \u043f\u0440\u044f\u043c \u043d\u0430 \u0443\u0440\u043e\u0432\u043d\u0435.
+\u041c\u0443\u0437\u044b\u043a\u0430
+\u0413\u0435\u0439\u043c\u043f\u043b\u0435\u0439
+\u041a\u0440\u0430\u0441\u0438\u0432\u0430\u044f \u0440\u0438\u0441\u043e\u0432\u043a\u0430,
\u0445\u043e\u0442\u044c \u0438 \u043f\u0438\u043a\u0441\u0435\u043b\u044c\u043d\u0430\u044f
+\u0414\u0435\u0448\u043c\u0430\u043d\u0441\u043a\u0430\u044f \u0446\u0435\u043d\u0430
+\u0417\u0430\u0442\u044f\u0433\u0438\u0432\u0430\u0435\u0442
+\u0425\u0430\u0440\u0434\u043a\u043e\u0440\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430
. I recommend this title if you are looking for a quirky light heart RPG with an old school battle system. I look forward in future
titles from this author.. Very good game overall however there is still some room for improvement with the basic mechanics as
it seems in their other games as well. Also there should be a quick knife feature.. Good flight SIM, nice and easy setup. GOod
flightmodel and scenerey. Only a few aircarft though, and you only fly in one well detailed area. That said, it's a little like the
old MS flight SIM games in terms of UI and easy setup. Doesn't take a while to setup like X-plane, and it's a lot more poilished
in the UI area.

Good controller detection support as well.

It's a great starter or casual SIM experience. Would def reccomend .. Dont buy this! This Clicker is terrible.

No Option Menu. No option to disable Sound = RIP Headphone Users. No Window mode. You need to press Alt+F4 to end the
Game.
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Better you play one of the free2play Clickers. They are much better.. Finally a hockey simulation that gets it right! I am simply
overwhelmed at all this game has to offer. If you love hockey, I mean really love hockey; this game should be in your possession
right now! I want to write a long review and explain all the improvements made from previous versions and how much better
this game is compared to eastside hockey, but I want to get back to playing. I may edit this review later when I have more time
but for now, this is nearly perfect for me. It is by far the best sports game on the market!!! Thank you developers, job well
done!

UPDATED Review:
I've logged over 220 hours now so i figured i would update my review since first purchasing the game. The game is awesome,
period! The game has never crashed for me, leads me to believe it is the hardware, not the software. You cannot go wrong with
this purchase, replayabilty and depth of managing, easily makes it well worth the money.

I enjoy starting unemployed and working my way up to the pros. But it is nearly as enjoyable to manage my favorite pro team.
A lot of freedom to adjust the game to what you desire. I love this game!
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simple little game, not too bad. not much to this title. more of a toy than a fully fledged game. A little disappointed, playing this
is better than going to 4399 and piaying the king of fighters. Horrible translation, no real tutorial, hard to find how to heal,
incomplete or misleading windows names.... Two things :
- Farting animals.
- Making the dog run in the world map is so relaxing.

Worth it.. Short, free, well-drawn, and has a good choice of music for scene. If you want a quick story hit it up. With multiple
endings to figure out it's worth poking.. Very arcadish game, with simple Video-game style straight foward action, I dont know
why but when I play this game I ALWAYS win every round if I want to. For the price its an average ok game, its not the kind of
game where u spend lots of hours, iven than the game is well made, with server with lots of players.. Pretty game for couple
evenings. Great soundtrack.. It seems like a fun game but I was a bit dissapointed with how difficult it seemed to hit the ball, the
speed measurements do not feel accurate .. and I found a trick to hit sixes and fours on every ball by pausing the game mid-
delivery.. This game would have been fun except for the awful controls and the lack of control customisation. When I can get
over the jankiness of the controls I can enjoy it but I'm always thinking how it could be better if i could remap the keybinds.
Might be better with a console controller but for PC users I wouldn't recommend it. On a sidenote I enjoyed the different
perspective on WWII the story took.
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